
REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Regina Strickland' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 10:27 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Regina Strickland 
610 E Pine Ave 
Lompoc, CA 93436-4140 
stricklandr23@gmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Denise McMahohn' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 1:32 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Denise McMahohn 
Fr Law Home Road 
Lami
srdenisemc@gmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Maria Gemma Bunag' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 1:54 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Maria Gemma Bunag 
1755 Milagros St., Sta Cruz 
Manila 1003
magem1959@yahoo.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Beatriz P. Es.' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Thu, Aug 16, 2018 at 11:55 PM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Beatriz P. Es.
Ahuehuetes 40 
MA©xico 04250
bettyp_escobio@yahoo.com.mx
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Shanna Rojas' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 9:05 PM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Shanna Rojas 
11447 Maple Ave 
Hesperia, CA 92345-1937 
shanbanan20@gmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Scheherzad Massoudi' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 9:57 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Scheherzad Massoudi 
5166 Whitman Way 
Carlsbad, CA 92008-4645 
(310) 467-2047 
dtionrygrl@aol.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Sarah Wheatley' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Thu, Aug 16, 2018 at 11:25 PM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Sarah Wheatley
16361 Duchess Ln
Huntington Beach, CA 92647-3211
(714)316-9376
swheatley32@gmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Shar Boekee' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 2:37 PM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Shar Boekee 
1972 Locke St 
Areata, CA 95521-9648 
boekee2004@yahoo.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'fred I' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 8:28 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. fred I 
rue du mont 7 
libin 6890
fred0804@belgacom.net
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Cody Tomei' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 12:35 PM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Cody Tomei 
23901 Hamlin St 
West Hills, CA 91307-3124 
(818) 348-0578 
codytomei@ymail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Helsa Paek' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 8:36 PM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Helsa Paek 
1601 Tenaka PI 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-8718 
helsajDaek@yahoo.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Nadine Roldan' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 1:04 PM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Nadine Roldan
2970 California St
San Francisco, CA 94115-2433
nadineroldan@gmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: Kristina Shalimova' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 7:25 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Kristina Shalimova 
Leninsky 80
DjD£>DD0-£>DD0£>D D'DED D" 198332 
montava92@g mail. com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Chris Bujak' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Thu, Aug 16, 2018 at 10:54 PM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Chris Bujak
36221 Saint Clair Dr
New Baltimore, Ml 48047-5528
(586) 716-4090
katelyn.bujak@gmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Emily Reid' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 12:55 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Emily Reid 
16-150 Everitt Drive North 
St. Albert, AB T8N 7R8 
emilymaureen23@gmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Monique Audenaert' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 1:24 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Monique Audenaert 
Bilkske 59 
Brugge 8000
audenaertmonique@hotmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Kalyan B' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 4:25 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Kalyan B
Amberpet
Hyderabad 500013
boyapallykalyan1997@gmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Barb Sexton' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 9:03 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Barb Sexton 
6345 Gullstrand St 
San Diego, CA 92122-3058 
(858) 230-7311 
bdechance@aol.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Aparecida Borioni' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 6:56 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Aparecida Borioni 
Travessa SA£o Manuel 
Bicas 36600000 
cidaborioni67@gmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Liam Lord' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 6:34 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Liam Lord 
278 Newbury St Lot 59 
Peabody, MA 01960-7442 
llord21@icloud.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Yvonne Beran' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 4:06 PM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Yvonne Beran 
1 Osgood Road 
MILFORD, NH 03055 
(603) 673-2010 
y_beran@yahoo.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Enescu Rodica' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 2:24 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Enescu Rodica 
Str.Izv.Muresului nr. 15 
Bucuresti 049555 
taturodica@gmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Brigitte Albrecht' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 8:34 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Brigitte Albrecht 
RAUdelheimer Landstr. 148 
Frankfurt 60489 
biggi.albr@googlemail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: Karen Ornelas' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 4:34 PM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

ELEPHANTS NEED OTHER ELEPHANTS!!!! THIS IS CRUEL AND INHUMANE. STOP 
THIS TORTURE NOW!! YOU ARE NOT A ZOO YOU DON'T REALLY CARE ABOUT THE 
WELL BEING OF ANY OF THE ANIMALS.. JUST ALL ABOUT GREED!

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Karen Ornelas 
764 W 2nd St
San Pedro, CA 90731-2424 
(310) 548-8628 
ornelas@boydcomm.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Valerie O' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Thu, Aug 16, 2018 at 11:25 PM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Valerie O 
2118 Canoas Garden Ave 
San Jose, CA 95125-2166 
sweetbutass@hotmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'Atisha Reed' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 2:25 AM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. Atisha Reed 
1229 S.williams 
Compton California, CA 90221 
atishareed41 @gmail.com
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REGARDING CITY COUNCIL FILE #17-0453
1 message

From: 'jeff Stephenson' via Clerk - Public Use - Clerk Council and Public Services <Clerk.CPS@lacity.org> 
To: Los Angeles City Council and Public Services <clerk.cps@lacity.org>
At: Fri, Aug 17, 2018 at 3:35 PM

Aug 17, 2018

Los Angeles City Council and Public Services

Dear City Council and Public Services,

Billy the elephant has lived at the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 30 
years, since he was taken as a youngster from his natural environment 
in Malaysia. For most of this time, he has endured living all by 
himself in an extremely tiny enclosure. As a result, he has displayed 
significant signs of stress, such as swaying and rocking side to side 
and head-bobbing due to frustration, boredom and possibly depression.

Elephants naturally need to roam several miles a day to maintain 
healthy joints and feet. They are also highly intelligent, sensitive, 
and social animals who need to be engaged by their surroundings in 
order to be happy. Billy has none of this.

I am not alone in being worried that Billy will face the same fate as 
his predecessors at the Los Angeles Zoo, who died prematurely due to 
conditions elephants often acquire while living in enclosed and cramped 
quarters.

The Los Angeles Zoo promised to close down the old elephant exhibit and 
build a bigger, better enclosure for Billy that would be more like his 
natural environment. But even after the renovations, Billy is still 
being kept in a tiny area separate from the other elephants. He still 
displays the same repetitive swaying and head-bobbing behavior that 
demonstrates his stress, boredom, and depression. Simply rotating the 
elephants from one small area to another does not give them enough 
exercise.

This new "state-of-the-art" elephant exhibit is not at all 
what the L.A. Zoo promised it would be. It seems to me that the new 
exhibit was built more to impress paying visitors than to meet Billy's 
needs. I feel betrayed and lied to by the Los Angeles Zoo, and I'm 
still very much concerned about the fate of Billy.

Please free Billy and send him to an elephant sanctuary.

Sincerely,

Ms. jeff Stephenson 
465 Fourth Ave Unit 20 
Chula Vista, CA 91910-4425 
(619) 476-9092 
4hcv619@gmail.com
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